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It is shown that if the length-width inequality holds on a clutter then it holds 
on all parts of any decomposition. 
This note gives the solution to a problem posed in [l].l Suppose we are 
given 1, w : N + R, = [0, co) and a clutter B on N where N is a finite set. 
We say the length-width inequality (LWI) holds on B if, for any such 1 
and w, 
Here b[9] denotes the blocker of 8.l 
Now assume we have the decomposition 9 = B(B1 ,..., a,), where 93 
is a clutter on E = {l,..., m} and each 9& a clutter on Ni . {Ni 1 i E E} is 
a partition of N. 
Define 
w’:E-+R, by w’(i) = Key& c w(z). 
’ ZEK 
PROPOSITION. 
Proof. Since b[Y] = b[W](b[@,],..., b[P,]), this result follows from 
Proposition 2 of [l]. 
THEOREM. LWI holds on g if and only if it holds on 9 and each Wi . 
Proof. Theorem 2 of [l] says that if LWI holds on 9 and on each Wi 
then LWI holds on 9. 
In order to prove the converse suppose that LWI holds on 8. 
* Supported by a National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship. 
l Terms not defined here are defined in [l]. 
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Part 1. (LWI holds on 9). Take 7, W : E -+ R, . For each i E E pick 
Zi and & such that fi E Ri E Wi . Define I, w  : N + R, by 
if x E (Ni - $) u (S,}, 
otherwise, 
w(x) = $9, if xE&, o 
. otherwise. 
For each i E E and R E ~38~ we have CzGR Z(z) 3 I(i) with equality for 
R = wi . Hence 
I(i) = $2, C l(z). 
1 ZER 
It is a general property true for any clutter 9 that given R E B and 
x E R there exists an L E b[i] for which R n L = {x}. This yields, 
It now follows from Proposition 2 of [l] and our proposition that 
and 
Further, 1 and w  are defined such that 
z& Z(z) w(z) = I(&) w(2,) = 7(i) Z(i). 
2 
Since LWI holds on 9’ by hypothesis, we have 
Thus LWI holds on 9. 
Part 2. (LWI holds on each 9iJi). Fix i E E and fi E W such that i E 8, 
and take 1, i? : Ni + R, . For each i E R - {i} pick wi E 9$, and for 
each i E E - a pick J& E b[9&]. Define h and w  by 
h = mi& c l(z), and 
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Finally, define I, w  : N -+ R, by 
I 
w if x E Ni, 
I(x) = x7 
if XE lJ Ri, 
ieE-d 
0, otherwise, 
and 
I 
$4, if XENi, 
w(x) = us 
if x E u Ri, 
id-(i) 
lo, otherwise. 
As in Part 1 we obtain 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY. The max-flow min-cut equality hola!s on 9 if and only if it 
holds on W and on each W, , i E E. (For a discussion of the max-flow min-cut 
equaZity see [2] and [3].) 
Proof. Lehman proves in [2] that LWI holds on a given clutter if and 
only if the max-flow min-cut equality holds. 
A direct proof can also be given. 
The maximum flow for 9 can be computed by first computing the 
maximum flow for each S?i and then computing the maximum flow for W 
using capacities equal to the maximum flows on the 9i’s. 
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